Rhyming Couplets

I have a car        I believe I can fly
It can go far.      I believe I can score a try.

By Ellen            By Jonah

Acrostic Poems

Aden likes apples  
Dean is my best friend  
Eggs are bad for me  
Nanna named me Aden.  

By Aden

Toys are cuddly and cute  
Once you buy toys  
You start to love them  
So much.

By Callum
**Colour Poems**

**WHITE**
Vanilla ice-cream is white
Snow is white
Paper is white
Whiteboards are white
Smartboards are white
Baseballs are white
I love white!

By Fatima

**RED**
My hen is red
And my pen is red
When I sat on my bed
My head turned red
I played with my red ball
On my red bedroom wall
I like red.
By Joey
Catalogue Poems

*Olaf*
Olaf the snowman likes warm hugs
Olaf the snowman has two snowy feet
Olaf has a dark orange nose
Olaf has three rocks for buttons
Olaf has long stick hair
Olaf has brown stick arms
Olaf is very white and snowy
Olaf is the best hugger in the whole wide world!
By Isabella

*Pandy*
Pandy is my cute toy
Pandy is a pillow pet
Pandy is a panda
Pandy is black and white
Pandy is very smart
Pandy likes to sleep a lot
Pandy’s favourite colour is blue
Pandy has one friend – ME
I love Pandy
By Meika